
Field Tester OncoCare@home

About Byteflies
We are the digital health company behind Sensor Dot, a powerful wearable platform for 24/7
acquisition of physiologic and behavioral data. We have developed remote monitoring
applications for COVID-19, epilepsy and cardiovascular diseases, and have a pipeline of
additional clinical indications. Currently, we are looking for a Field tester for our
OncoCare@home solution.

Byteflies is structured in autonomous cross-functional teams that have all skills to complete
their own part of the Byteflies mission. All of these teams have great autonomy in reaching
their goals. We are looking for an entrepreneurial colleague with lots of energy and passion to
spread the telemonitor gospel and change the lives of patients and doctors.

The Field Tester role at Byteflies.

We will be starting product development for our new OncoCare@home solution, which aims
for comfortable, continuous home monitoring of vital signals after and during cancer
treatment. Real-world tracking of a patient’s health status will improve personalized care and
the quality of life.

You’ll be part of the start of our product journey and your role as field tester is a crucial one:
are we bringing a solution to the market that is logical and easy to use for our patients? Is our
product functioning as designed, in real life and daily circumstances?

We know, all these function titles and fancy words don’t bring clarity on their own. You could
argue that a field tester is a UX product researcher and designer. And that this role has
overlap with a QA role? Yes & Yes.
Hopefully this (non-exhaustive) list of tasks and responsibilities can shed some light:

● You get to know our patients and doctors and find out how they actually use our
product in real life

● You identify opportunities for improvements
● You design smart experiments to test our products and services.
● You help us test new releases and push quality to the next level: you’ll be searching for

the boundaries of our product and the circumstances in which it will or won’t work.
You’ll be creating clear definitions and scenarios where the product will and won’t
function.

● You help us with certification



● You’ll work in an agile team, with daily scrums and weekly sprint plannings

What we will be on the lookout for

● Affinity with medicine, healthcare & life sciences with a profound interest in the human
side of healthcare solutions and telemonitoring

● UX research and testing skills
● Someone who can dive into a subject and learn what is needed to support our product

development
● Eye for detail and quality mindset
● Analytical mind
● Good communicator
● Some coding knowledge/basic abilities to be able to visualize and analyze data
● A team player
● You are your best in a fast-paced and multidisciplinary environment, you’re willing to go

the extra mile to learn from and train your colleagues

We offer
● A possibility to take part in our journey to enable out-of-hospital monitoring and the

chance to have a direct impact on people’s health care
● Growing with Byteflies will unlock rapid career development paths
● A bunch of awesome colleagues who will challenge you to keep learning
● A working environment based on real autonomy & responsibility
● A hybrid work environment: our main o�ce is in Antwerp: we come to the o�ce when

we want to and when we need to. Nobody will regulate your time in o�ce vs remote
work vs work with patients and hospitals/doctors

● A competitive salary and benefits package is of course part of the deal

Our values
We at Byteflies are Impactful Warriors and Positive Team Players. We want to change the
world for the better. We like to do that by finding the smartest and fastest route to ship
products and services of the right quality. We enjoy the ride and are humble, hungry, and
people smart.

Sounds interesting? Send your CV and motivation letter to jobs@byteflies.com
Want to know more before you apply? Drop us a message or slide in our DM’s.
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